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Takao Fuijmoto 
1. Quite a few proofs have been presented to the Perron-Frobenius theo-
rem, for example, [1-5, 9-12, 14]. A nonlinear extension of the theorem 
was made in [7, 8, 13]. The purpose of this paper is to discuss another 
line of extension of the theorem, utilizing the proof method adopted in [8]. 
We shall establish a proposition that given some assumptions, the equation 
lBx=Ax, has a semi-positive solution, where A and B are non-negative 
square matrices, with B being not necessarily the identity matrix. This kind 
of extension has been made under the assumption that yB20 implies yA20, 
[6, Theorem 4. 1]. Mangasarian's theorems, however, do not cover some 
simple but practically important cases, for example, the case where B = 
（。］し゚/)and A=（。ド：り：『），（Note that these A and B satisfy our 
assumptions (A. 1)-(A. 3) in the below). One more point is that our 
proof is simple, elementary and self-contained. We also discuss on a 
generalized resolvent problem in Section 5, while in Section 6 it will be 
shown how our assumptions can be weakened. 
2. Let us first state our notation and assumptions. x is a real column 
n-vector. A and B are real non-negative n X n matrices. We use the 
conventional notation for vector comparison (See [10] p. xii). Other sym-
bols are defined as follows: 
</> : empty set, 
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e : row n-vector whose elements are al unity, i. e., (1, 1,.,1), 
S= ｛叫 x~O, ex=l}, 
C(i)＝｛叫xES,lBx~Ax}, 
c+o)＝｛叫xEC(A),x>O}, 
DO)＝｛叫xES,入Bx>Ax},
E(i)＝｛叫xES,ABx2A叫．
We make the following assumptions: 
(A. 1) There exists a vector x such that Bx>Ax and x~O. 
(A. 2) A is indecomposable, that is, for any non-empty subset of indices, 
R~N=={l, 2,., n}, the relations x}=x~ for iER and x}<x; for j戸R
imply that there exists at least one i ER such that (Aぶ）iく(Ax2¥・
(A. 3) bu~aii for al i, j such that iキj, where bu and au are (i, j) 
entries of B and A respectively. 
Economic interpretations of the above assumptions are made like this. Suppose 
that there are n kinds of goods and n industries and that the i-th columns 
of A and B stand for input vector and output vector of the i-th industry 
respectively. (A. 1) tells that the technology is productive enough to produce 
a surplus in each commodity, while (A. 2) implies that every industry needs 
every commodity directly or indirectly. (A. 3) says that there exist no net 
joint products. 
3. First let us prove some lemmas. which will be used subsequently. 
Lemma 1, There is a scalar入＊ suchthat O＜入＊く1and CO)=¢ for 
入＜入＊ andC（入）号 for摩入＊．
Proof C(O) =¢ by(A. 2), while C(l)号 by(A. 1). C（が）コC（が） for
入1>が． Thus,there exists a scalar入＊ suchthat 0＜入＊＜1and C（入） ＝¢ for 
入＜入＊ andC（入）キ¢ for J>入＊． Moreover, since (Ax)i and (Bx)i are 
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continuous functions of x and the simplex S is compact, we have C（入＊）キ¢;
Lemma 2. C(A) =C+(A) for }<1. 
Proof Clearly, C（え）コC+(A). Take any x in C(A) and suppose that 
some of its elements are zero. Put R={ilxi=O}, and decrease each Xj, 
j守R,by a sufficiently small amount so that they remain positive. Then, 
by (A. 2), at least one (Ax)i, i ER, must decrease. But here note that 
before the decrease, (Ax)i=O for iER because of (A. 3) and the condition 
that }<I. Thus, one of elements of Ax shouldb ecome negative, contradict-
ing the non-negativeness of A. Note here that)Bx~Ax>O for x in C(A). 
QED. 
Lemma 3. If EO)キ<j;for some入<I,then D（入）キ¢.
Proof Suppose that E(A) is not empty for A <1 but D（入） isempty 
for the same kえ＞0by Lemma 1. Then, there is an x in EO) for which 
the expression, JBxzAx, has the minimum number of strict equalities in 
leementwise comparison. Since x is in C（入）， x>Oby Lemma 2. Put R=  
{i入(Bx)i=(Ax)サanddecrease each xi, j釦R,by a sufficiently small amount 
so that each)(Bx)i>(Ax)i, }6;:R, remains an inequality. By (A. 2), (Ax)ゎ
for at least one i ER, must decrease and the size of the decrease, if any, of 
each (Ax)i, iER, is greater than than that of the corresponding入(Bx)i
because of (A. 3) and O<}<l. Thus, after the decrease, the vector can be 
included in E（入） bymultiplying some positive number and has the fewer 
number of epualities in入BxzAxthan the original x. This means that 
D（入） cannotbe empty. QED. 
Lemma 4. If there is an xi such thatがBx0=Ax0,か EC(J0)for some 
が<1,then there can be no x1 such that x1=¥=xり入IBぶ＝Aぶ
and x・ EC(入 !)for.:l_l~れ
Proof Suppose there is such anぶ． Sincex0 is in C(A0), x0>0. Let 
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a=min x0i/x¥, for x五 O. Then, Z = x0 -ax120, with Zi = 0 for at least 
one i. FromがBx0=Ax0 and A 1Bax1 =Aax1, we have 
がBZ＝がBx0ーがBaxlこがBx0-J1Bax1=Ax0-Aax1 =AZ. 
This implies kZ EC（だ） forsome k>O, Thus, Z>O by Lemma 2, contradi-
cting the property of Z. QED. 
4. Now we shall prove the following theorem, assuming the assumptions 
(A. 1)-(A. 3). 
THEOREM 1. (i) There exist a Positive scalar)* and a positive x* such 
that入＊Bx*=Ax*
(i) There is no x~O such that xキkx*for any scalar k 
and入＊Bx=Ax.
(i) If)キ入＊， thenthere is no x~O such that).Bx= Ax. 
Proof (i). Since C（入＊） isnot empty by Lemma 1, take an x* in C（入＊）．
Suppose that入＊Bx＊:?:Ax*,implying E().*)=¥:=¢. By Lemma 3, D().*)=¥:=¢, 
contradicting the fact that C().) =¢, for)<)*. Thus入＊Bx*=Ax*.x*>O by 
virtue of Lemma 2. (i) and (i) are obvious by Lemma 1 and 4. QED. 
5. Generalized positive resolvent problems are to be dealt with in a similar 
manner. We can prove: 
THEQREM 2. (i) The resolvent equation, 入Bx-Ax=d, for any semi-
positive d, has a positive solution砂， if1>..l>入＊．
(i) Given d, there is no non-negative solution other than立
(i) If..l~入＊， the resolvent equation has no non-negative 
solution. 
Proof (i) Take A such that 1>..l>入＊ andconsider the following problem: 
minimize ex subject to 入Bx-Ax~d and x~O- Since..lBx*-Ax*>..l*Bx*-
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Ax*= O, the set of feasible vectors to the above problem is not empty for 
any dzO. So, ex takes the minimum value at some x0. kx゚EC(A.) for 
some k>O, and so, x0>0 by Lemma 2. We can show that A.Bx0-Ax0=d. 
For, if not so, put R= {iり(Bか）i―(Ax0)i=dふwhichR is non-empty and 
a proper subset of the whole index set N. Then, arguments similar to those 
in the proof of Lemm 3 show the existence of a vector x such that x:S:x0 
and x is feasible for the above problem. This is a contradiction to the 
minimality of ex0. Thus, ABx0-Ax=d. 
(i) Suppose there is an x120 such that x1¾x0 and入Bx1-Ax1=d.x'>O 
as x0 is so. Let a=min x仏／x}. Then, Z=x0-ax120, with Z;=O for at 
least one i. From入Bx0=Ax0+dand ABax1 =Aaぶ十ad,we have 
ABZ = ABx0 -Bax 1 = Ax0 -Aax 1 + (1-a)d2AZ, 
if a二1. This implies kZEC(A.) for some k>O. Thus, Z>O by Lemma 2, 
contradicting the property of Z. When a> 1,interchange x0 andぶ inthe 
above arguments, and we can show again a contradiction. Thus, (i) is verified. 
(i) This is obvious from Lemma 1 and 3. QED. 
6. On reflection, it is realized that the assumption (A. 3) can be weakened: 
(A. 3)').*bu<au for al i, j such that i~-=j, where入＊ isthe value which 
is determined by Lemma 1 without using (A. 3). 
THEOREM 3. If (A. 1), (A. 2) and (A. 3)'are satisfied, then THEO-
REM 1 holds good. 
Proof We first prove Lemma 1 above, using (A. 1) and (A. 2) and 
then demonstrate Lemma 2 and 3 for the particular case).＝入＊． Lemma4 
can be proved withが replacedby入＊． Thus,the proof of THEOREM 1 
is stil valid. QED. 
When A is not indecomposable, Remark 4 ([8], p. 204) applies and 
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we can show the existence of a non-negative eigenvalue and a semi-positive 
eigenvector associated with it. 
It is also noted that the above theorems can be extended to the case 
where operators are not necessarily linear as is the case with Ax and Bx, 
but merely homogeneous (See [8]). 
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